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ABSTRACT

Thii paper describes the existing welfare system, outlines the problems

with''thesystem that have led to its being characterized as a "mess," and

presents the principles on which Carter's reform proposals are based.

It then analyzes the level and trend in poverty since 1965 and the anti-

poverty effect of income maintenance programsin general and welfare

programs in particular. The contradictions inherent in the goalg of

eliminating poverty and reforming welfare are discussed, and, in the final

section, they are Analyzed wit:. reference to the proposed Program for

Better Jobs and Income. We conclude that if poverty is to be eliminated:

there must be a greater emphasis on increasing the employment or social

insurance income, rather than the welfare income, of the poor.



Can Welfare Deform Eliminate Poverty?

The !i[At Of income poverty has been an explicit objective

of public policl, ince the early 1960s. In the past fifteen yes numerous

policies and prou-ans designed to improve *_2e economic welfare of our poorest

citizens have been implemented. Partly as.a result of this antipoverty
\

effort, a rapid increase in the number Of welfare beneficiaries and the

value of available welfat'e 1;qnefits occifrred. Although this growth in

welfare led to a reduction in inCome poVerty, a "welfare crisis" e'aerged.

The dimensions of the crisis were perceiVed differently by politicians,

taxpayers, and welfare, recipients, but all became convinced that the

_.existing Welfare system needed reform.

'In August 1977, President Carter announced his Program for Better

Jobs.and Income as his answer tothe "welfare mess." An examination of

reforin proposal illustrates a -fundamental point: welfare ieform is

neither a necessary nor a sufficient, condition for the elimination of

poverty . Tndeed, the elimination of povz,.rty may require a mix of policies

that violate some stated objectives of comprehensive welfare reform.

THE WELFARE SYSTEM:AND THE OBJECTIVES OF WELFARE REFORM

At present the welfare system, as generally thought of, consists

prindipally.of three income-tested programs: Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC): with about 11.5 million recipients; Supplementa: Serurit

Income (SSI), with roughly 4.5 million -vuLpients; and Food Stamps, wi:z1

about 18 million recipients.
1

AFDC and SST provide benefits in cabh-while
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Food'Stamps provide benefits in-kind. These are the programs that most

welfare reform plans intend to overha',:_.

In addition, there exist a number of other income-tested programs

not directly affected by welfare reform proposals: certain veteran's

benefits and pensions, housing assistance programs, Basic Opportunity Grants

for higher education, and others., Finally, there is Medicaid, the largest

income-tested program of all (currently about 25 million recipients), whose'

reform is addressed as part of the National Health Insurance debate.

.These programs, plus the social insurance proftams for which there

is no means test, such ap,Old Age Survivors, Disability and Health

Insurance, and Unemployment Compensation, provide a great deal of relief

to the poor. In fiscal year 1977, $49 billion in public funds were spent

on income-tested programs, and another $134 billion were spent on social

insurance. About two-thirds of the $49 billion of welfare expenditures

were financed by the federal government. These programs have expanded

rapaidly since 1965 both in the number recipients and in she average

benefit per recipient. In 1965, $8.9 13-lion cr 1.3% of GNP v''-; spent

on income-tested programs; this had in!:reased to $39.4 or 2.8%

of GNP by 1974. The Programs successfllv (::elier their bec its to the

poor: about 92% of AFDC benefits and :about 837 of Food Stamp, benefits

go to those who would be poor in t:le ce.c: transfers. 'ithough the

current system has been characterized as 'mess," and a1cac,L;gh r,:sident

Carter believes that the welfare system its ,J se them he hoc, -2.xpectted,

t has been successful in targetin:, ng amounts of reLief to an

ncreasing number of poor benef tlhe next section Qr. details).
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Since the problems of the current -welfare system have been evaluated

and catalogued numerous times (Barth et al., 1974; U.S. Congress, Joint

Economic Committee; 1974.-76), this discussion will be very_brief. First;

the existing welfare system is inequitable. It treats people who have

similar needs differently. A one-parent family of four Living in

,Mississippi is entitled to $3071 in. AFDC and food stamps in fiscal year

!978, while a:similar family living in New York is eligible for $7354.

In additicrn to the inequity itself, these geographic disparities

encourage migration from low-benefit to high-benefit states. Secondly,

welfare treats people differently who have similar needs but live in

different types of families. In any of the 26 states without an AFDC

program for unemployed parents, a family with two parents but no ea -Wings

becomes eligible for AFDC benefits only'rf the father deserts 0- fair

If the father stays with the family, elig

stamps.

Besides discouraging marital enc-can-En .k; .7rie

current system discourages work. rises. bene. fail and,

as a result, the rewtd from worki is c:mdr: Beulause some families

participate in two or more of the -.ograms:.; , ,am, time, the total

loss in benefits caused by an inc, e in o.:Jr:. may !most .completely

offset that increase. In other bene:'_ts are .ler if an individual

doesn't work than they are if he/she takes .! job. Ar n some states a

two-parent family of four receiving benefits from the :'DC program for

unemployed. parents suffers a loss in ome if the I ' r goes from a

'.part-time job to a full-time job. in takilL the job leaving. the

AFDC-U program, he might also lose Medicaid benefits.



Finally, each of the welfare programs has different operating rules.

In a single household, one person ma: receive food stamps and AFDC benefits

whil9 another receives food stamps and SSI benefits. Since each program

has different rules, different accounting periods, and different notions

of the unit, administration is complex. AFDC is administered by

the states with federal sharing of payments, while SSI is a federal program

with payments that the states.--an supplement.

Thus th sys ::-.thc)ugh it de_iver< beme o millions

of people, co- .ors no others, varcy7,72; ounts of

benefits to pe mi. ant: 17ister.

In addition ves, and

encourages JuiLl, 'oreaJk- P. .rid73:3 1r. :it too complex

for many c. the F: )or to nr- min, so : rev mad not r=eillvebenefits

which then mef:J to -4L. are en--
2

The Administinn's re:orm rosals were tc be governed

by a see of twelve prirvq-,:fe t forth resident CarLer in May 1977.

Theq.)rdnciples empasiz.n he ltminarin many of the Tproblems

within the welfare ,;ystfml f.wy inclLudee liclding welfare costs down,

providing work incentiveF x::cess to employment and trTAning, reducing

incentives for, family br:ik -L by extending eligibility tN, all persons,

and simplifying and impro..iml welfare adman' . Or .'oho

principle, the eighth, acAresed the issue of poverty, ar it id- so

indirectly: "A decent ircome -:;hould be providedalso for rhos wha

cannot work or earn'adeg at-, income, with federal bemef1J)-q consolidated

into a simple ash paymeF.C." Welfare'reform was to mrovade jobs, fi,igher .

incomes, and rewards for work. An such, it did not intend to eliminate
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poverty through a cash assistance (negative income tax) program.

Why was the goal of eliminating poverty absent from President Carter's

statement of welfare reform.. principles? The answer arises from the

inherent conflicts involved in providing work incentives and poverty-ievel

guaran, wh' !e sinp:Jtan Asly holding down program costs.

0.

There are thre-o :lortant parame:-.-..rrs in any welfare program: the income

tstaranteeproi- to those witF.1 nw income of their own, the rate at

wtAich,,tkis gu.yrr.ntiite is redUc.ed a.E. earned income rises (the benefit.

:eduction rat, the total tAsts of the program. These three' parameters

,re linked in away that, third is determined once the other two

.re specffiec : government chooses an income guarantee

c f $3000 and -fit reduc-Lio: -Ate of 50%, all households with incomes

1.1a to $6000 14.:. eligible fcr program payments.
3

From this, we can

cerive the to:. ,st of the pr gram. If costs were higher than the amount

-adgeted, the stay :within. budFet limits the government would' have to

either restri t guarantee, raise the benefit reduction rate, or

R;ii,-.ing-the tax rate to 75% would lower the break-even

to $4000 and reduce total costs. Or the government -Auld lower the income
,.. 4

guarantee to $2000, retain the 50% benefit reduction ?ate, and also reach ,
, '-

a lower program cost with a $4000 break-even Alevel.

In general, the higher the income guarantee and the lower the

benefit reduction rate, the-higher the program costs. Both higher

guarntees and lower benefit reduction rates alleViate poverty. Highei%s

//
guarantees ensure higher incomes to th'Sg-e who do not work, but they 11.

increase costs sand may discourage work effort. Higher benefit reddction
k'

--Tmteg--Certainly discourage work. Lowering the rate promotes work effort,



and the increased earntngs help reduce poverty, but costs are higher than

they would be with a higher benefit redurtion rate. Thus holdingdc.wn

costs and alleviating poverty are conflicting goals.

With this simple background to the mechanics of welfare reform, we

can foreshadow t'n,e reasons that welfare reform is not likely to eliminate

poverty. Carter's first principle of May,1977 states that the new system

is to have "no higher initial cost than the present system." The next

four relate to access to jobs and training and the encouragement of work.

Carter's principles specify a holding down of both total program costs

and benefit reduction rates. Once these two parameters have been chosen,

the third, the income guarantee, is determined. In the current context,

Carter's principles require an income guarantee that is below the poverty

line and that cannot eliminate poverty for those who do not work. As

Will be shown belOw, income guarantees that are high enough to eliminate

poverty would either increase program costs dramatically, or require a

benefit reduction rate.so high that work would be discouraged.

4i

THE TREND IN POVERTY AND/THE ANTIPOVERTY EFFECTS- OF INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

,
An analysis of the effectof welfare reform ott Povert ? requires a

review of the evidence-on the tread in poverty and on the anti-

poverty effectivenes4 of existing welfare programs. While such a task

\seems straightforward, it is not. Consider two recent statements on
.

the trend in poverty. In the first, Martin Anderson (198) uses a definition

r

of poverty which accepts the officIal government-p-Overty lines and

adds, to the money income of the 'poor the Ht of taxpayer- provided,

in-kind transfers, 14e, FoOd Stam , Medicaid payments, and public housingt
,
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He asserts.that,

.ne "war on poverty" that began in 1964 has been won. The

growth of jobs and income in the private economy, combined.

with an explosive increase in government spending for welfare

and income transfer progiams; has virtually eliminated poverty

in the United States.[t. 151

Martin Rein (1977),in contrast, focuses on inequality, a relative measure

of poverty.

My argument is that social policies are by themselves unable

adequately to offset the antiegalitarian forces in the economies

of advanced industrial nations. Despite Lhe enormous rise in

p`)lic expenditures, specifically in transfer outlays...,

a significant redistribution did not occur, as the share of

income going to the bottom fifth remained Stubbornly unchanged.- fp. 569]

Table I reveal: the source of these conflicting conclusions. The

incidence of poverty among persons is shown for three measures: the

official measure, a relative measure,and the official measure after

adjustments have been made for the receipt of in-kind transfers and for

the underreporting of money income.
4

It is with reference.to a measure

like the adjusted official measure that Anderson concludes that there is

no longer a poverty problem, that all that needs to be done has been done.

Similarly, the constancy of relative poverty reinforced Rein's view that,

with traditional welfare policies, nothing can be done. The official

measure produces a result that lies within the-se two views: While poverty

has declined significantly in the recent past, a serious poverty problet

remains.



Table 1

The incidence of Posttrangfer Poverty Among Persons

Official Relative Official Measure',
Year Measure Measure Adjusted

1959 27.4% n.a. n.a.

1965 . 15.6 15.6% n.a.

1968 12.8 14.6 10.1%

1976 11.8 15.4 6.5

Source: Plotnick end Danziger (forthcoming).





\
' Arguments about the relationship b ween welfare reform and poverty

reduction can be made with reference to an of the series in Table 1,

but we have based our analysis on the official measure of poverty, for

two reasons. First, data on this measure are readily available. Fi.Jr

example, the effect of a welfare reform plan on official poverty is

published,by government sources, while the effect on relative poverty is

not. Second, the-substance of the analysis id not changed by the use of

the other,series. If welfare reform cannot eliminate poverty according to

the official definition-, it certainly will, be less successful according to

a relatIve definition. Moreover, a major part of the analysis that follows.

is concerned with poverty that exists before the receipt of Welfare income,

so lit many adjustments to the official measure become less relevant.

Even If one AcCeptg' the in-kind'measure which shows the.loWest

k aggregate incidence of poverty, one cannot ignore he disparities

that exist among various groups in the population. When a disaggregated

view of the, incidence of poverty is taken, as in Table 2, it is impossible

,
.

to conclude thaD poverty has been eliminated fox blacks or for women.

,
The adjusted official measure, whichguidea Anderson's view, still shows

. ,

that about a third of persons living with_blackfemale heads, about 'Crne

in?seven living with,.white female heads, and one in ten living with black

male heads are poor.

Because the data in Tables 1 and -2 are based on posttransfer income,

we cannot know whether the observed decline in poverty according to the

Official,measure isdue to greater success by the pOor in the7market place

or greater reliance on government transfers. Table 3 shows poverty before

1
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Table 2

Incidence of Posttransfer Poverty Among Persons by Characteristics
of Head of Household, 1974

Head is:
Official.

Measure
Relative
Measure

Official
Measure,
Adjusted

White male 6.0% 8.3% 4.1%

Nonwhite male 17.0 23.5 11.5

White female 27.2 34.3 13.9

Nonwhite feMale 54.6 64.1 30.2

S u ce: Plotnick and Danziger (forthComing).

ti

O



all government transfers, the effect of social insurance transfers.

(Social Security, Unemployment Compensation, Workmen's Compensation, etc.)

in column 2, and of welfare (AFDC, $S1, and General Assistance)' in

column 3. The table reveals that, although posttransfer poverty has

declined, it has not done so because, in the words of Lyndon Johnson,

the programs of the War on Poverty provided "a hand up" so that the poor

could earn their way out of poverty, but rather because government transfers

increased. On the basis solely of market income, the incidence of poverty

was 21% in both 1965 and 1976 for all persons and about 16% in both years,

for persons living in households where the head is not aged. Posttransfer

poverty declined'only because the size and the antipoverty effectiireness

of both social insurance programs and welfare programs increased. By'1976;-

9.2% of all persons whose pretransfer income was,,below the poverty line

were removed from poverty by government transfers. Social insurance

programs were six times as effective in eliminating poverty as were welfare

programs. for all persons, and four times as effecti.e for The nonaged.

The table reinforces the obvious: the volume of earnings in the

economy is vastly larger than the dume of social insurance transfers-,

while the volume, of social insurance transfers is vastly 14-rger than the

5
volume of welfare transfers.

Changes in the leveel of prewelfare poverty are of particular interest

in any discussion of welfare reform, since it is to the prewelfare.poor

that welfare programs are targeted. In addition, many people view the

"real" poverty problem as centering upon the prewelfare poor. Those who are

taken out of poverty by social-insurance benefits, by their own market

incomes, or by both are viewed as having taken themselves out of poverty.
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At the same time, taking those who remain poor out of poverty by welfare

iK judged an unsatisfactory, second-best solution to the poverty problem.

In 1965 about 16% of all persons were prewelfare poor (from Table 3).

Largely in response to a strong labor market, but also owing to increased

social insurance transfers, prewelfare poverty fell to 13.6% by 1968,

and then'declined to 13.1% in 1976:

Posttransfer poverty remains because -the poor do not receive enough

market'-income in the first place, and then not enough in transfer income

in the second place, to remove them from poverty. The fact that some do
ti

not receive the transfers to which they are entitled.is part of the problem,

although by 1976 80% of the pOtransfer poor received a government cash

- transfer--(if..1*-kind-t-cansfers-are considered, this- figure riSeS-to-about

90%). Thr income maintenance system reaches the poor, but it does not

provide them with enough income to escape from poverty.

A:comparison of the average size of welfare and social insurance

.

.payments emphasizes the insufficiency or welfare and reveals why

so many more persons are removed from poverty by social insurance

than by welfare. Table-4 shows that fewer households eeceive welfare than

receive social security or other social insurance transfers, and that the

average welfare payment is smaller than the average for these other

transfers. The existing transfer system is so broad that 42% of all

households received some form of; -cash transfer, which averaged .$2803 in

1974 (when the mean housAold income from nontransfer sources was about.

$11,000).

Particularly important in any discussionof welfare)r'efotm is the

situation of female family heads. They are the group atthecenter both of

1 1'



Table 3

Antipoverty Effectiveness of Government Transfersa

Category

Pret.I-ansfer

7m::rmie

a.

% Removed from Poverty by

Posttransfer
Incomeb

(4)

Social
InsUrance

(2)

Welfare
Programs

(3)

All persons

1965 5.0% 0,7% 15.6%

1976 7.9 1.3 11.8

Households with
head less than
65 years old

1.9 0.6 14.11965

1976 1 .8 3.4 0.9 11.3

Source: Plotnick and Dauziger (forthcoming}.

`Using official measure of poverty.

'Col. 4 = Col. 1 - Col. - Col. 3.

5
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Table 4

Average Size of Cash Transfers, 1974

Program

% ofHouseholds
Receiving Transfers

Mean
Transfer

Social Security

Other social insurance
a

Welfareb

Any transfer

25.6%

17.3

8.1

42.0c

ti

$2686

2024

1701

2803c

Soured: Plotnick and Da ::iziger (forthcoming) ,l

a
Includes income 411 Unemployment Compeneation,-Workmen's

,Compensation,'governmemt employee pensions, veteran's pensions and

.

compensation.

bIncludes income from AFDC, SSI, and General AsSistance.

cThe mean" transfer for all transfers:(SAigher than the

mean for any category, and the percentage ofilouseholds receiving

income sums to more than 42% because many 1 f8useholds receive multiple

;transfers.

r)
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the Welfare mess" and the poverty problem. In 1974; about one-third

of all females between the ages of 25 and 54 who headed families that

included children received welfare income that averaged $2379, while.

their own earnings averaged $1110. Despite this aid, 69% remainec pa

The data in the tablds explain hcm we could "be doing better, bu

feeling worse" about the poverty and welfare problems.
6

Increases in

social insurance transfers and welfare transfers since the War on Poven-ty.

have produced a decline in the incidence of posttransfer poverty--we are /

doing better Yet the reduction in poverty did not come about because

\
more households earned th,d_r way oui, of poverty. Pretransfer poverty

did not decline between 1965 and ;1976. Wore people receivedoWnrgar
0

government transfers, which increased the welfare rolls and_prOduced

r ,
the "welfare crisis" at the 'Same time as they reduced poverty. since

ourtsociety places such a high value'on self-reliandt and work, the fact

that so many people remain poor before transfers and that so many

receive welfare makes us feel worse.
ft,

To the conflict amalig welfai"e reform goals cited above, we must add

the conflict between the goals of reducing the w rolls and, eliminating

, .
,

poverty: The contras'. ,.lion

.

LiOn arises because we ha'A. .,ot teduced the
. .

--
preeransfer poverty count. That count cannot be-reduced by Welfare;

:,,. )

.
it can only be reduced by programs that 'provide work incenO.ves. or J. b

,

opporttinities for the poor. Thus the neglect of poverty and the emphasis

on work incentives and controlling lfare costs in Carter's statement

of principles is an indication that se are approaching the-limits of

:

our tolerance fof the current transfer syteM. While a few years ago



policy seemd be moving toward a universal inrome guarantee that

-404111 eliminate poverty fe'r a i. e tizehs, 1r* movir award a

two-track system that distIngt. betty, _- t,!iosu uxpecte Ad those not

expected to work. Only by a Olen that el'I:inates poverty cough work

can we both'udo better and feel better.' is from this ewpoint

that we review the recent welfare refrmi.. :4p1sal.

THE PROGRAM FOR BETTER JOBS AND INW1:q

In August 1977, Cattr announced hLo fpr welfare reform, ,

7

The plan wcula consolidatecalled the Program for Better Job 112".

three major compohents:of the curry. gge-Df r, system and provide, for the

first time, a nationwide minimum f-1,1; payment for aLlithe.poor.

It,also pledges to provide a public st_levIct. Db for some of those Able and
.

expected to work, as an integral' part welfare system. Earnings,

welfare, manpower policy, and xF aoza.Lsl -4.?e interrelated thtough an:

expanded earned income 7 nationally uniform system

of ,basic income support payments.

AO

Compared with the current system; large gains have been claimed' for PBJI.
,:.

,
. . ,

-.;

(a) Welfare would be integratedwith earnings and both coupled with flie
;-.

:
.

.

tax System. (b) Consolidation would streamline administration. (c) Work

would alwaysalways pay more than welfare.° (d) Family stability would been-
,

hanced by allowing martied couples wital children to benefit in tie same

manner and to the same extent as single parent families:--(e) The relatively

high national minimum payment would reduce incentives for migration from

low - to high-benefit statesS States.aod localities would ;be provided...
-4

fiscal relief.

2U



Several important attributes of the. Cnxter plan are already present

in the current. system... The FooC .;tamps Prgrnm, for example, works in

a isanner iohich is similar to tit. 4ork benc.:".it :And income support' provision of

Carter's proposal. As in the proposal, Food Stamp benefits, depend on

the amount of earnings and other income of the fadlly and on family size,

and accrue to all types of familtts. The prozlim includes a work test.

Similarly, the SST program,' in operator 974, has rules of opera-

'tion and a uniform national minimum

support provisions of the Carter p -t pry

:rently serves only the aged, bliv),1,

.ke those of t'IT,e income,

SST :;.;.--grap, cur

inee in

the Carter propO'SalwOuldgo tr mtire, popua4 Tot;.. N.sc, ear,Iled

income credit, anA.mportant;co, lt. if tine nrqgide s proposal, fs

already in place.'

The letaiis of the Carter Program for Better Jella and Income can best

be understood by foOssing seriatim on its'four major components: job oppc..,r
.

tunities,'the work benefit and income slppf!T. prov.isions for Chest. eNpecta

to work, income support payment:, for those no expected to work, and tax

reductions through the earned income tax credit.

Job Opportunities

/First, $8t8 billion would he set,/aside to criqte up to 1.4 million(

P
public service Jobs for adult workers with children who cannot find a

/private job. Most of these jobs would pay the minimum wage, $2.65 now;
.

and about:-$3.30 by about the t'..me the program would begin in 1980.

Those eligible for the Sobs would be,_adults--one per family--who would be

;
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placediL ttie "expeoze rk" cLltegory and Who wer. -:enable to find a

regular Orate or pill):

In d,te'rmin17-;7

thei'e wou

member of f

the fami:-

blind, +{

whose .7 :it Cr'.

(or fathers withou wi-

j

'le have adult who is ,.-Tected to work,

tr 'retton. basically, one

7,ecte: .217. the adults in

,7,,t .nlloteng -at:w.'e7ries: aged,

6.7m, Lathe= ;.7ithout wives)

q6 than ,in.thters ,Tithout husbands

ose youmgeel ch.:_1(4L tiween 7 and 14 years

would be expected 70 time, where such Tints Whose youngest

child is over 14 would ba. cted to'wcrik full Because earnitlgs.

fiorremployment in a pr ::ate ob Would b /cconipanUA by asUbsidy,--the

earned incomL tax f'rvtlit tx, the work bermefit, a worker

would always a Illar:a luurative than a public

and thu.t wvuld have t) use ''he public service only as .

a last re.,-,ort.

Work Benefit arv:i Income SLmnor7: for Those Expected to Work

.

Earnings o w-wage Workers would also be supplemented iby the cash

support system_ Unlik.e the benefits from the EITC however, ;the- rash

support system would add to the income of those in the special pUblic

jobs as well as all'other job holders. The-size of' the cash SuPpleMent

'woad depend upon earnings, other income, and family Size. ,Cisharsupplements
a

for a four - person family would-stareat $2300 if a family hadTa mpmbet 1.

expected to work, and remain at that level as long as earnings, were less
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an $3800. The 7a,:a,suppleMent*Ould decline by. 50 cits for every

liar of earn .r r, .,xcesa (-4 1), becoming zero at $8400. In

lition, the fL., with refit. ',fit o rnings would receive benefits from

: e to'sup .ent both earzing> and income support benefits.

0

-:come Support Those Not Expected to' Work

For a'fanr -)f. sizr! four in which no one was expected to work, a

isicincome s, t payment of $42.10 would be granted. Thus, the maximum

,support -- 'payment a family not expected to work would exceed by $1900

at for a fam: -cted to work. For this group, benefits Wouldefall

0 cents for , !ry additiona j1 of earnings right from the first dollar

cArmod--there wmAid be no $380E "'.disregard" as would be ttle case for those

^

exmcted to work. the not-expectd-to-.workgroup would include most of,
0

tie current AFDC recipients atIL it SSI -recipients,'and,for many of them
(

ber.fits would Increase under -Lf), proposed program.

Tax Reduction

The final component of the plan-.is tax reduction. Since 1975,

we havehad a tax credit for low-earnings families with chIldren

the earned income tax credit. The thcsuppletents regular earnings

10 10 cents for eaah additional dollar earned up to earnings of $4000,'A

and then reduces the credit,bY 10 cents for each dollar earned.after

V,000 (until the credit'is reducea to zer.o). Upder the new program,

benefits from this credit would he increased for All familes with

regular earnings (that is, earnings. from jobs other than the special

public jobs) of more than $4000 but less. than P15,620. Indeed, all families
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4arning between $8000 and $15,620 would receive a benefit-for which

they are not now eligible. More than half of \fill families would pay

lower taxes because of the increased earned income tax credit.

Under the Cartelan, the income guarantee for. a family of four in
.

1

which the head "Snot expected to work, $4200, is about 65%.ofAhe poverty

line for that family.. Only for the aged, blind, or disabled does the cash

assistance payment reach the poverty line when no householdmember is

employed. Those who do not work. (and are riot aged,-,blind, or disabled),

even if they Ire not expected to work, will remain poor. In fact, many

current welfare recipients would suffer income losses if their states

were not_x_e54red to "grandfather" their benefits fora .three year period.

Under the plan, individuals who were newly enrolled in'welfare and who

. ,

did.not work would receive,PBJI bendfite that were no more'fhan half,

,
4

the poverty line and.lessrhan what they Would receiGe under current.
ti

p'licies.

Although many current recipients who do not work would not

9

benefit under the Carter plan, the extension of cadh benefits to all persons

would increase,the incomes of many who are currently ineligible for
,

cash assistancechildless couples, unrelated.individuals, and two, - parent

families in states without an AFDC program for unemployed parents.

These persons are currently tligiblevonly foV food stamps, and possibly

for-unemployment inSurance./yor example, a childless couple currently:

.
eligible for $636 in food/stamps would be eligible, under the new plan,

sash-assistAce if neither memberlcould find work. While
/'

/,

is only about half the relevaht poverty line, it represents

For- $2200 in

this payment

8-3
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a tripling in'availabile benefits. 'In. general then, PBJI would raise

the incomes -of the poor, but would not. remove them from poverty unleA

they work.
4

For those who work, PBJI would represent a signifiCant departure

from previous welfare policies. Because the program emphasizes the

provision of jobs and the supplementation of earnings, all those who

work at low wages, regardless of family composition or region of residericd,

Would have higher incomes, and in many cases, be. taken out of income poverty.

For example, the head of a family of four who works full-time, full-year

at a minimum-Swage job earns only 80% of the pdverty line.

however, he/she would receive a cash assistance payment aird

income tax credit, so that total family income would. exceed

From PBJI,

an earned

.

the po;ierty

line by about 15%. These two-components of the Carter plan should result

in the elimination of povtrty for those who work full-time as well as

raise the take-home pay o; many of those who are not officiallyjn pover;y

but who work at below average Wages. In fact, anyone who works abAt

three-fourths of the year at the minimum wage would have his/her family

income supplemented up to the poverty line.

Our assertion, that PBJI benefits mainly those who are aged; disabled,:

9
the Congressional Budget Office -

would decline from 11.2%

oT working, is validated by data presented by

If PBJI were to bee-mire law, poverty (in, 1975)

of all families to 9.0%, and the number of families in poverty would be

reduced from 8.3 million to 6.7 million. Almost half (47%) of the-

additional 1.6 million families. taken out of poverty have aged or disabled

heads; another 40% have a wit-king head (28% wo'rk.full-time; 12% part- time)...

ti

cy
Avs,

r
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PBJI provides a nationally uniform, minimum, cash payment for all

individuals. As such it would become our first universal, cash,.

guaranteed annual income (Food Stamps in a universal guaranteed income

in-kind, whfle SSI is a categorical, guaranteed income in cash). PBJI

would be an important Change in our welfare system, but it would not solve

the poverty problem.

The constraints imposed by the Max statement df welfare reform

principles, prevented poverty-line income guarantees from being proposed.
4

PBJI could'not even stay within. Carter's first principle of holding costs
4.-

. to their current level. The Budget Office estimates that PBJI'ould

increase costs by 1982 by $14 billion dollars and provide cash assistance

for almost 30 million individuals. To raisepthe benefit structure to

the poverty lines would add an additfhnal $43 billion and an additional

20 million recipiknts (U.S: Congress, COngiesstonal Budget Office, 1978).

PBJI reforms welfare, but dOes not eliminate poverty. To do so,,

given an economy in which one fifth of all persons, live in households

with pretransfer incomes.helow the poverty line, would require

'an expansion in welfare beyond the bOunds Of political feasibility.

If povertyn.ine guarantees are not politically'viable (except Cook thd

aged, faind, and disabled), then-a,two7track approach, which distinguishes

between pose expected rald not expected to work', represents an attractive

alternative. The proxtisionof special public service jobs'and the

expanded supplementation of waged,refocusthe eurrent'approach to the

- poverty problem. That the federal government accepts responsibility for

providing jobs and supplementing low wages shifts the onus of poverty from

the unemployedap0,9eHworkifig poor to the malfunctioning of the labor

NN,s

Airs
,,c)
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market. PBJI's thruFt differs significantly from that of the anti-

poverty programs of the 1960s that focused on the deficiencies of

S

individuals and attempted to change the personal attributes of the poor.

PBJI does not change the poor; it provides jobs and/orcash assistance.

Critics have attacked the program's distinction between those

expected and those not expected to work as an outdated poor-law categori-

zation'betweenithe deserving and undeserving poor. According to this view,

PBJI reptesents a repressive tightening of the rolls and an attempt to

coerce individuals from the welfare rolls onto the work rolls. Some

bf these same critics, however, argue that the work motivation of the

Poor does not differ from that of the rest of society--that the poor

want to work. These two views are inconsistent. For if the poor want

'to work, then a welfare program which requires work is not punitive as

long as the_program accepts the responsibility for providing work opportunities.

PBJI does just that. If the poor want to work--and there is no

evidence to the contrary--then the provision ojobs shduld increase their

economic position. If an unemployed family head wants to work, but.-

cannot find a regular private- or public-sector jOb, he/she must either

be offered a special public service job or paid the cash assistance

benerit that would accrue to a simnel- family in which the head was

not expected to work.
10 Although the jobs pay only the minimum wage,

when combined with the cash assistance payment they provide incomes that

exceed the poverty line.

In addition, under PBJI, a family is not denied aid even if the head

refuses to work#' Consider a two- parent- family with two children, in which

I
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the head is expected: to work. If the head refuses, only he/she is

excluded from the rolls, and the cash assistance payment is reduced

. from $4300 to $2300. Yet $2300 still exceeds the benefits that such

a family could expect under the existing system. If the head of such

a family re ses to seafor work, the family is currently excludiam6

from all benefits--including Food Stamps or Unemployment Compensation.

PBJI raises income but does not eliminate poverty for those who

do not work, significantly reduces poverty for those who work a

substantial part of the year, and provides a work opportunity yielding

an income above poverty level to family heads who cannot find a regular job.

The elimination of poverty'is a goal that can be achieved only at

the expense of Carter's first principle of welfare reform--holding Own

costs. The two most direct ways to expand PBJI from a welfare reform

proposal to an antipoverty one as well are to raise income guarantees

to the poverty line for those not expected to work and to provide a

public job to all those who want one (to remove the cap on the number

. of jobs and their restriction to_heads of household with children).
11

.The former change might reduce work--if those not expected to work do so

under PBJI in response to their beliw poverty-line guarantee. But the

latter would increase work, and pre,ably by a larger amount, so that

poverty reduc,tion and the encouragement of work do not conflict.

If the program cos:-constraint is binding, then welfare reform

cannot eliminate poverty. Even if we could eliminate poverty through

'welfare, we would still have achieved only a second-best solution.

Beneficiaries-would clearly be- --better- -off, butAarewelfare_poverty_would___
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remain (although posttransfer poverty had been eliminated). Successful

welfare reform could mitigate many of the defects of the current system,

but could not end economic dependence on welfare.

We have argued that welfare reform cannot eliminate poverty because

poverty-line guarantees exceed current cost constraints, and that even if

this constraint were removed, a welfare proble0 would remain. This

suggests that it is time to focus more carefully on two other means

to reduce poverty--changes in the labOr market that currently generates
-

an unacceptably high level of pretransfer poverty, and/or an expansion of

the social insurance system to cushion a greater variety of income losses.

!
;4,0
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NOTES

1
This section draws heavily from Danziger et al. (1977).

2
F.,:timates of the percentage of eligible persons who do participate

range from only about 50% for Food Stamps and SSI co about 90% for AFDC.

3The level up to which benefits are paid, the break-even level of

the prOgram, can be found by dividing the income guarantee by the

benefit reduction rate, when the latter is constant. There are more,

complex plans in which the benefit reduction rate varies and in which

some initial earnings are not subject to that rate.

4The."incidence of poyerty" among a specific group of persons is the

percentage of-persons in that group with incomes- below the poverty :line.

For eyr,mple, in 1975 there were 17.8 million poor white persons out of

a total white population of 183.5 million. The'incidence of poverty among

whites was, therefore, J7.6/183.5 = .097 or 9.7%.

Both the official measure and the adjusted measure use the Social

Security Administration poverty. lihes. They differ only in what is

included as.income. For a complete discussion of these issues, see

Danziger and Plotnick (1977).

If in-kind transfers are counted as income, the antipoverty

effectiveness of welfare programs would increase, but it would still

fall short of the effect of social insurance, transfers (P'ctnick, 1.978).

6This phrase was coined by Aaron Wildaysky (1977) with respect to

health policy.

:30
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7
We discuss the specifics of PBJI not because it will.,become

law--it almost certainly will not--but because it is an example of the

evolution toward a welfare system that emphasizes work incentives over

poverty reductions. The program's title is indicative of this concern.

8
This is true only for families with children. Families with

children qualify for the earned income tax credit and for exemption of the

first $3800 of earnings from the benefit reduction rate. Without these

two provisions, unrelated individuals or childless couples who do not

work full-time may still receive incomes below the poverty line.

9
Reischauer, 1977, Table 4(a), p. 18. These estimates assumed that

states will chose to supplement the PBJI benefits up, to their current

cash assistance and Food Stamp benefit levels.

10
The program, for budgetary reasons, does not provide a job for

anyone who wants one. Rather, it sets a target number of jobs and provides :

them only to households with -children. If PBJI were to become an antipoverty

prngram, it might be expanded to provide a job to anyone seeking one, but

this would increase the demand fof jobs to about 6.5 Million and program

costs by $37 billion.

11
Although the tone of this discussion has been optimistic, the

difficulties of actually administering a two-track system or of providing

special public jobs should not be minimized. Some of the difficulties

are reviewed in Haveman and Smolensky (1978) and in Congress, Congressional-
,

Budget Office (1978).

12_For example, in addition to providing for the income. losses due

to retirement,tdeath and disability, social insurance could provide for

income losses due to family disruptiOn.
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